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From the earliest days in the history of the United States, the press has played a powerful

role. Our nation's founders believed so strongly in the importance of the press in our notional

11̂ .- that they guaranteed its freedom in our Constitution. In fact, the influence •„•- uje ^n-** rta.

been so great throughout oui histoiy that it is referred to as "the Fourth Estate" - as if it were a

fourth branch of government, along with the executive, legislative and judicial.

Today, Americans get news from 1,556 daily newspapers, 6,634 weekly newspapers,

10,238 radio stations, 1,413 over-the-air television stations, and additional television stations

through 460 cable t.v. systems.

We have access Lo news 24 hours a day through CNN and dozens of all-news radio

stations across the country. And now electronic networks bring the latest news into peoples'

homes and offices around-the-clock, via computer. Many believe that is the way of the future.

With all this news available to us all the time, you would think Americans would be

superbly well informed. But the truth is that, although we are bombarded by information, much

of it is superficial, and public knowledge does not go deep.

We blame television for the superficial level of our understanding of national and world

events. Seventy percent of Americans now get most of their news from television, and that news

is fast-paced and seldom in depth. The average t.v. news story is about two minutes long.

But many of our newspapers are also guilty of superficial reporting. Faced with tough

competition from television news, newspapers are moving to shorter, simpler, stories and more

and more entertainment in order to keep their readers.
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These trends make it particularly difficult for the media to explain a complex subject like

nuclear energy that cannot be easily condensed into 20-second statements.

The result is that most people working in the U.S. nuclear industry are unhappy with

news coverage of our industry and of nuclear issues in general. They complain bitterly that the

me:i:.- ••- b:^? >< %g»<nsinuclcar energy and works on the side of anti-nuclear groups. They

complain that the media has a liberal bias, and liberals arc less likely to favor nuclear energy.

Personally, I don't believe that is the case. It is true that the majority of U.S. journalists

consider themselves politically liberal, and they vote for the Democratic Party. But you only

have to look at the way the media has covered Bill Clinton to see that the bias in their stories

isn't always liberal! If the reporters covering President Clinton today are biased in favor of his

party, I'd hate to think what they'd write about him if they weren't.

But as President Clinton has found out, the American media does have a bias that affects

their coverage — of politics, nuclear energy and everything else. Its bias is negative. Good news

is simply not news. The result is that we don't see a lot of good news about nuclear power. But

we don't see a lot of good news about anything else dither!

You can hardly blame the media •- people aren't interested in good news.

in addition to being negative, the American media is becoming more melodramatic and

emotional. Reporters want to excite and entertain as well as inform. They want to focus on the

human side of the story. This trend toward melodrama is also a result of the growing influence

of television, which needs real live people telling a story in order to make it interesting.

The trend toward melodrama unfortunately leads to exageration, over-simplification and

sometimes even fcar-mongcring, as reporters work to make a story more exciting.
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We see mothers crying on t.v. over fears that some chemical may give their children

cancer. We see bald cancer victims railing against some industry or government action mat they

blame for their condition.

This makes for cur^jeilj-ig d- im-. î o u . ->o we feel sorry for the victims of disease.

But in our rush to sympathy, we never leam that scientists say the chemical the mother is

worried about is otdy harmful when rats cat (heir weight in it. Or that one in four of us will

contract cancer in our lifetime, and in most cases we'll never be able to pinpoint the cause.

There's no time for such complicated scientific discussions. And besides, they're less

interesting than die human emotions played out on die screen.

The media in the United States is beginning to recugnize the need to put risks in

perspective - and the potential to cause harm if they fail to do so. ABC television news ran an

extraordinary documentary last month called "Axe We Scaling Ourselves to Death?"

In the show reporter John Stossel used film clips of his own stories from past years to

illustrate how the media has over-played risks including asbestos, pesticides and crime. He

discussed candidly how over-reaction to risks is hurting the U.S. economy and harming people's

lives.

Perhaps diat self-examination by the media will become a new trend, and if it does, it

will be a good one. But today the old way continues: the media over-simplifies, reports mostly

negative stories, and exagerates for emotion and human interest.

None of those characteristics help the coverage of nuclear power!

Tine American news media also has a crisis mentality. Stories come and go quickly, and

seem to be quickly forgotten. This reflects the fact that the American public, too, has a short

attention span.
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The short attention span is especially obvious when it comes to complicated technical

issues like energy. The media and the American public focused seriously on energy as a news

topic in 1973, at the time of the first oil embargo. It got our attention because if affected us

personally: we couldn't get all the gasoline we wanted for our cars! We had to wait in long

lines to buy it. And the price went up.

I was a reporter in the 1970s covering energy, and as long as we had an oil shortage my

stories were on the frontpage every day. But once the oil started flowing again, Americans

quickly forgot how vulnerable they are to disruptions of energy supplies. They lost interest, and

so did the media. Energy stories disappeared from the front page.

Energy became big news later in the 1970s when Iran cut off oil to die U.S., and again

during the Persian Gulf War. But once each crisis passes, interest drops again.

Today Americans cite economic issues, crime and health care as the most important

problems facing the United States, and news coverage reflects that interest. In recent public

opinion surveys, only 2 percent of Americans mentioned die environment as the most important

issue facing the country, and none cited energy issues.

The short attention span of the media means that very few reporters spend long enough

covering energy issues to achieve much understanding of the subject. That's particularly true of

television and radio reporters, who seldom have the opportunity to specialize and must rush from

story to story each day.

Because there's so little continuity of coverage, those of us in the nuclear energy industry

find ourselves constantly trying to educate new reporters on complex technical issues. The task

is more difficult because few American reporters have any scientific education or understanding
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U.S. journalists typically don't study the sciences in school. Their university degrees

focus on the liberal arts: political science, sociology, English literature and the like. It's a long

leap from reading Shakespeare to understanding the difference between a negative and positive

void co-efficient.

: '.mow from experience how difficult it is. 1 nave my university dc6rc<r ;n joui.."" ••>,

and the only so-called science courses I took were psychology and geography. When I began

reporting on nuclear power, I v/as totally unequipped to understand the technology.

Interestingly, American journalists are disturbed by their own lack of technical training,

and know they would do a better job if they had it. In a survey of environmental journalists last

year, almost three-quaixers of them said their colleagues lacked the training to cover technical

environmental issues.

With little scientific background of their own, reporters find it hard to sort out conflicting

claims about nuclear technology and its risks. They resort to quoting both sides with no context

or explanation.

Unfortunately, reporters have trouble judging the scientific credentials of their sources.

The views of one dissenting scientist ~ no matter how questionable his or her credentials — ̂ tt

as much attention as a whole body of experts on the other side.

Reporters believe that hy quoting both sides they have provided balance to the story. But

when they don't tell the public that the dissenter's views have been discredited by the rest of die

scientific community, they've hardly delivered the truth.

Frequently dissident scientists get much more attention in the American media than

so-called establishment scientists. This reflects the fact that many reporters don't trust

institutions — including our government and any big business. This mistrust of government,

industry and other "authority" figures is in fact common to many Americans — not only the

media.
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ln a public opinion survey last December only 25 percent of Americans thought our

federal government was a good source of accurate information on nuclear energy issues. Twice

as many people — 51 percent of the public - thought environmental groups were a good source

of such information.

';:•.• i- •••!_._»• -...l-rkans don't trust the news media much more than they trust the

government. Only 37 percent thought the news media was a good source of information about

nuclear energy.

The tendency of reporters tu mistrust government and industry experts - and to trust

so-called "environmental groups" poses a particular problem for the U.S. nuclear industry.

Although a majority of individual Americans who consider themselves environmentalists favor

nuclear energy, most organized green groups oppose it. A number of activist groups in the

United States have the shutdown of nuclear power plants as their main goal.

Those groups send » constant flow of information to the news media, and the media

reports what they say. Reporters tend to trust activists and to believe they are acting in the

public interest. In contrast, reporters believe industry acts only in its own self-interest.

One of our challenges as an industry is to convince the media that anti-nuclear groups are

self-interested too. Their only reason for existence, and their means of raising money, is

opposing nuclear energy.

Sadly, the activist groups don't want to work with us to make nuclear power plants

better, because that kind of constructive effort doesn't excite die public into donating money to

the anti-nuclear cause. The anti-nuclear groups get donations by raising public fears of nuclear

power and promising to work to shut the plants down.

The anti-nuclear groups also get attention from the media with their fear tactics. When

Greenpeace or other such groups have news conferences, reporters show up — including the t.v.

cameras. When they send out a press release, many in the media treat it as serious news.
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Tndustry news conferences and press releases are greeted with far more skepticism, or at

least disinterest. They consider our material propaganda, and our opponents' material revealed

truth.

When you think ahout the nature of *he American media, it '$ not surprising that die

ami nuclear groups gc; j_, JO V.-. ~ -c.

The stories promoted by activists are negative. They say something is wrong in a nuclear

plant or with1 a particular technology. They claim wrongdoing by industry or government. They

warn of danger.

The nuclear energy stories promoted by opponents are also melodramatic and emotional.

They raise fears of disease and death — harm to real people.

Too often we in the industry talk in technical, not human terms. Too often we discount

people's real feais and concerns. And too often we fail to explain our technology in a way that

is understandable to a non-technical audience.

The importance of emotion to the media is illustrated by the recent stories revealing

government and medical radiation experiments on humans. A reporter for the Albuquerque

Tribune, a small newspaper in New Mexico, in the southwestern part of the U.S., won a Pulitzer

Prize - our top journalism award — for her stories on ihe experiments.

The media treated the stories as if they were revealing secrets. But in fact the

experiments had been reported on years ago and had been discussed in open government

hearings. But the new stories named the people involved in the experiments for th<? first rime,

and identifying them made all the difference in the level of interest. What happened to

individuals became front page news, while the same information released earlier with no names

had been ignored.

The coverage last winter of the experiments also indicates the radiation phobia in the

media.
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Dcspite our best efforts to inform, reporters still portray nuclear power as a unique risk -

worse than any othi-i. They become far more excited about a minor incident — or fear of an

incident — at a nuclear plant than by natural gas explosions that flatten apartment buildings or

coal mine deaths.

Nuclear power has never killed an.-'-. )••« • r-'.—• -.-".Vted States, but the media

approaches the topic with a sense of fear and dread.

On the blight side, we do see the media beginning to appreciate the environmental

tenefits of nuclear energy. Many energy stories today deal with pollution issues, and the fact

that nuclear plants don't add to air pollution is beginning to get attention — especially on

newspaper editorial opinion pages.

The media has shown some interest in the advanced-design nuclear power plants under

development in the United States.

The majority of the stories continue to be negative, however. Many focus on high-level

and low-level waste disposal and the fights in individual communities over siting disposal

facilities. We see negative stories on the economics of nuclear plants. And throughout the

coverage we see the nuclear industry described as dead or in trouble.

Happily, the American public hasn't accepted the media's characterization of nuclear

energy. A majority of Americans favor the use of nuclear energy, and 69 percent mink it should

play an important role in meeting our energy needs in the future.

Questioned in opinion polls, Americans said they like the idea that new advanced-design

plants will be safer, more economical and more reliable. They recognize that we will need mote

electricity for our economy to grow. And they like the fact that nudear power plants don't

produce greenhouse gases or air pollution.
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The challenge for those of us ^vho communicate with the media is to help reporters

understand the benefits of nuclear energy as well as to understand the technology.

To do that we must understand and respect reporters' needs Those include a quick

response to requests for information; spokespersons who speak clearly and understAiwiahly, in

' .,m "̂i terms; and unfailing candor and honesty i.. all of the inf'oima' — * — uv :•-

The more that we in the nuclear industry comt to understand and appreciate the media

and irs role La informing the public, the more successful our efforts to communicate will be.


